Alt-Right Rally Virginia
Last year the Unite the Right rally in Virginia was used as a set-up to cause a situation
to then use this to get people to react to the solution the Jewish regime wanted, which
was total media censorship and the passing of anti-free speech laws in America. Which
is Jew Speak for don't criticize your Chosen Masters goyim. Hate Speech is really
“Jews Hate This Speech”, Goyim.
The enemy likes to tie events into each other to attempt to capture that stream of
energy and connect into it. This August the Alt-Right attempted to have the same rally
at the same place in Virginia, around the same time Alex Jones is deplatformed and
they are trying to erase him from the net. This is the start of a major censorship
campaign. They have also gone after others.
I suspect the second Alt-Right rally in Virginia was supposed to end in something
drastic to give them the green light to go on a much larger rampage of shutting it down,
and right at the Midterms and attempt to get the Jews Hate This Speech laws passed.
But something happened and the rally was not allowed to happen so they moved it to
DC and it didn't go anywhere. The Jewish media was really harping on this rally and
trying to create as much preplanned fear and agitation in the population. Like they were
building up to a bigger event.
It would be good if both Blacks and Whites would work together in a political
organization to promote equal liberation in a Gentile Abolitionism movement to
politically abolish the Jewish establishment in organized change elections. To do this
you need a political movement with its own media and funding and serious activists.
The problem has been that the White Nationalist movements, like the Black Nationalist
movements, have been filled with Jewish agents promote pointless strife between
Blacks and Whites and everyone else. This is to keep the Gentile populace from uniting
to focus on the Jewish establishment and its institutionalized Jewish racism that is
oppressing the populace and seeking to reduce the entire Gentile population to slavery
on a Jewish plantation state.
Let’s not forget the nonsense about White Supremacy the Jews push. Most Whites
have been nothing but feudal slaves or industrialized feudal slaves for centuries to a
small one percent of assholes who didn't give a fuck about them and saw them as
cattle. This is why Germany changed so fucking fast under the Hitler government into a
wealthy and advanced society. For the first time the old older was totally overthrown.
The Aristocracy, Church and Jews were given the boot, and the People had a liberation
government in power. Over here it’s an aristocracy of money, with Jews at the top.
Then you see these rich White snobs like Jared Taylor telling us Jews are wonderful.
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